Bio Advising Newsletter – 4/2/2019

OVERVIEW (See below for details)

ADVISING
1. Advising Meetings
2. Walk-In Resume/CV Feedback with Ellen

BIO SENIORS
3. Senior Recognition Ceremony 2019
4. Pitt Research Tech Position
5. OSU Research Tech Position

BIO PEER ADVISING
8. Peer Advising Pop Up hours at Hillman Cup & Chaucer – Apr 2-4

CHECK IT OUT
9. Lab Assistant Job Opportunity
10. Fall Class: Genetics Honors Sem – Scientific Foundations of Precision Med
11. NSF Grad Research Fellowship Info Sessions – Apr 3,4
12. Fall THINK Research Fellowship – deadline May 13

CAREERS IN SCIENCE WEEK EVENTS (APRIL 2-5)
13. Salary Negotiation Workshop – Apr 2
15. Health & Sciences Career Series – Apr 3
16. Science Career Consultant Office Hours – Apr 3,4
17. Apex Life Sciences Info Session & Tabling – Apr 4
18. City Brewing Site Visit – Apr 5
19. Pgh Life Sciences Greenhouse & Carmell Therapeutics Site Visit – Apr 5

SUMMER OPPORTUNITIES
20. Pitt GSWS Lynne Laton Internship Award – deadline Apr 8
21. Pitt Research Diversity Program – deadline Apr 15
22. NASA PASCG Research Award – deadline Apr 29

HEALTH PROFESSIONS
23. Hospital Elder Life Program Summer Volunteering
24. Physician Assistant Virtual Fair – Apr 9
25. Pitt Dental Admissions Open House – Apr 12
26. Pre-Med Hospice Volunteer Program – deadline May 10
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